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My wife and I were happy for
twenty years. Then we met.
-Rodney Dangerfield

Canada’s Fed
Up
By Jeanine Chmielewski
~ Up-n-Coming Writer ~

Hostilities have broken out between Canada and the United
States. The hot air coming up
from the U.S. into Canada created the tension between the
two countries. It seems that
the Canadians have finally had
enough of the weather known
as ‘summer.’
The Canadian government has
demanded that the U.S stop
sending the hot air north. The
demand was made in late July
after temperatures reached over
90 degree in Ontario for over
a week. These temperatures
caught the population completely by surprise.
“We didn’t know what to do,”
said a panicked citizen. “There
was humidity. It was horrible.
My hair got so frizzy, and the
temperatures where ridiculous.
My dad actually shaved his
beard off to stay cool. It was
really weird.”
The Canadians are not the only
ones that are sick of the heat.
... see Hot Air on back
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Senior Found Dead, Not from Boring Class
By Olivia Zajac ~ Daily Bull

The body of a senior student at Michigan
Tech was found at the fairgrounds this
past weekend.
Many r umors
as to his death
have since
been circulating. It is assumed that he
died during the
festivities of the
annual Houghton County Fair,
and there is the
possibility of
foul play.

serve that job more than him ‘cause
I really want it! But I wouldn’t kill him
for it, either.
He’d kick my
ass. And I’m
the one with
the girlfriend
anyways, so I
really just feel
sorry for the
poor, single
fool.”

After the forensics team
took over
the crime
The prime susscene and
pect is his forcollected
mer roommate
evidence,
The perpetrating camel was unavailable for comment.
who is in the Eyewitnesses say that he climbed an area building in or- t h e o l d
same major and der to escape the murder scene. Experts are investigating r o o m m a t e
was up for the whether this hyrbid spider-camel is also a creation of the w a s e l i m i Brain Pathers’ crazed team.
same full time
nated from
job after graduation. Upon questioning
the list of suspects and his cause
the suspect, he had this to say: “Yeah,
of death was narrowed down to
we were both up for the same job, and
two possibilities. One involved corn
even though he was way more qualified
starch, and the other involved wool
than I was and easier to talk to and much
socks. First, the corn starch. The
better at getting along with people and
clearly insane group of students who
the favorite of the department and had
call themselves the “Brain Pathers”
prior experience in the field… I still de... see Death by Science on back

Houghton: where the driver is more
important than the direction!

Sudoku - numbers!

Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Researchers have discovered pizza has the same
effects on your brain as marijuana. They discovered
something else too, but i can’t remember what.
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100

DC Area Home Burns, Previous Owner
Blamed by Current Owner.

... Hot Air from front

By Jon ‘Big-O’ Mahan ~ Daily Bull

WASHINGTON D.C.- A Washington fire, and the man is attempting to sue
man has recently burned down his the previous owner.
house in the city, and is blaming its
“He never told me that the house
previous owner.
was flammable. I mean, who puts a
The current ownstove in a flamer of the house,
mable house?
a Ber t Houdini
Why would you
O’Smith bought
do that? All I was
the house back in
trying to do was
2009. He’s lived
fix my hunger
in the house ever
problems!”
since, going on
Despite not being
trips here and
supported by a
there - however,
large number of
after having a few
persons, the man
It
is
said
the
DC
area
man
also
had
financial
hunger pangs last
still attempts to
problems, and that arsony was likely.
night, the man
blame damages
cooked himself a dinner on his gas
on his house’s previous owner. The
stove.
media is reporting that the man has a
The man approached his stove, case, despite every law expert finding
turned it on, and then left to go tend him to be a total crackpot. Regardless,
to other things. The house subse- the Washington DC man intends to file.
quently went up in flames from the
The previous owner, Mr. John Walter
Bugatti, says he has nothing to do with
it. “Look, I left it off, in a good condition
when I gave it to him. Bills were paid,
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Judges are in a pickle as to how
they should handle the case. There
are those who see eye to eye with
O’Smith, and think that Bugatti is the
problem, yet at the same time, there
are many who believe that at some
point, someone has to take responsibility for what they’ve done, and
that it’s far to late to blame Bugatti for
O’Smith’s issues. How this case holds
up in court is yet to be seen, but
promises to be exciting.

This is Pimpcat. Pimpcat is a
master with the ladies - he has
the gift of growl and swag to
make ‘em swoon.

He is also a big fan of the
Daily Bull, which he occasionally uses to spread the word
about his fine lady friends to
hundreds of readers.

Damn, that cat’s smart.
You can be just as smart as
Pimpcat, you know. The Daily
Bull prints five days a week,
both on paper and online.
Imagine the possibilities that’s hundreds of readers
you could bring in to your
armadillo farm, Cucumber
Appreciation Club meeting,
or one-night showing of the
director’s cut of Ben-Hur.
If you want to advertise with
us, hit us up on our party line
at bull@mtu.edu - we’ll let
you know the rates and get
some smooth jazzy Bull action going for you, just like
Pimpcat. Awww, yeah.

Over the past two weeks, thousands
of students have fled from the campus
we call home in a desperate attempt to
escape the heat and humidity. Due to this
new development, the Canadian government has
invited the
northern states
to join them
against the
U.S. This offer
was quickly
shot down in
Congress by
the southern
states.

with several South Carolina congressmen.

Diplomatic negotiations have begun in
Toledo. “You can’t blame us for this one.
The fault is yours,” said a Canadian diplomat. The tensions between
the two countries, however,
seems to be
lessening as the
temperatures
begin to return
to normal. Predictions have
been made
that as long as
“Those norththe temperaern states
tures continue
wouldn’t let
Temperatures have become so extreme in Canada that
to decrease
us leave 150 even ducks and geese have ceased their regular migra- at their curyears ago, so tory patterns, and in a declaration of National Emergency rent rate, hosall curling matches for the next year have been cancelled.
they are not
tilities will end
allowed to leave us now. Damned Yan- in early to mid October with the projected
kees” explained an angry Virginian, along first snowfall of the year.
... Death by Science from front

were touting that believing in “the great lord Science” would allow you to
walk on water and that so-called non-believers would “sink into the gooey
abyss and DIE.”
Chances are that our dead senior attempted to walk across this ‘water’ and
became stuck; the group chanted in archaic tongues while he fell, face-first,
into the trough and drowned. Investigations turned up that this cult-like group
was actually having people run across a non-Newtonian fluid which is not,
in fact, water at all, and should promptly stop claiming that people can walk
across water.
Once the autopsy was performed, there were no traces of corn starch in his
lungs, so the only cause of death was the wool socks. As to how the wool
socks caused death?
“They didn’t you twit. The wool you found wasn’t from socks, it was from
a camel. If you had paid any attention you would have noticed that his skull
had been smashed and his grey matter was spattered all about his body. He
was stepped on by an angry camel and instantly died,” was the final, official
report issued by the resident physician.
Moral of the story: don’t piss off angry traveling zoo animals. They will eventually seek revenge.

